
Meeting No 41 

Minutes of Holland Park Surgery Walsall Patients’ Representative Group 

Thursday 27th June 2019 at 12 noon 

Att: Chairman; Jeff Powell, Christine Bladon, Lesley Bloxham, Alan Morgan, Ken 

Reynolds, John Carver, Diane Jones, Eric Windsor, Jill Morgan, Heidi Hewitt, Greg 

Bloom, Dr M Stevens.  

Apologies: Brian Stringer, Estelle Powell, Lilian Addis, Sarah Mycock and Maggie 

Bennett. 

 Minutes of last meeting. 

Minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed. PRG Meeting minutes 2nd May 

2019.  

1. Matters Arising 

 HH advised the group that the Macmillan coffee morning will take place on 

28th August 2019 at 12.30pm. HH has forwarded the details for the 

Lymphoadema service to Libby Hall as per MB request at the last meeting.      

 

2.  Practice Manager Update 
  

 GB informed the group that Dr Stevens is now carrying out more managerial 
work at the surgery and therefore does less clinical sessions aiming to do 3 to 
4 a week. We have a new male FY2 coming in August for 12 months, 
therefore Dr Sood will be at the surgery more as his trainer. This should make 
up for the loss of appointments with Dr Stevens.  

 

 We have a new receptionist – Denise Kirton who now works at Holland Park 
Surgery and Mossley Fields Surgery on different days of the week. 

 

 We now have to block 1 urgent appointment a day as per new ruling to accept 
patients who have contacted NHS111 and need to see a GP urgently the next 
day.  

 GB advised the group that patients registered at Holland Park Surgery cannot 
attend one of the other 4 surgeries in the Umbrella Group for appointments.  

 GB informed everyone that we are trying to increase our carers and palliative 
care registers. This is to make sure we contact the patients who need extra 
support. PRG group to put the word out for patients that come into these 
categories.  

 
3.  Suggestion Box  

A thankyou note was received from a lady who had seen the student 

nurse. She had been in for a health check and was very pleased with her 

personality and attitude. HH will feed this back to the student. 

 



  

4. Survey Update 

JC handed out a copy of a new survey he had drafted. Each member 

present took one away (JP took one for EP and LA and EW took one for 

SM). Heidi will send one out to MB. Each member will make any 

amendments/suggestions and hand them back into reception for HH 

attention. A meeting can then be arranged to look at the surveys. 

 

5.  Mr Brian Stringer 

JP read out a letter of resignation that had been received from Brian     

Stringer. JP voiced to the group his thanks to Brian for all his effort and 

hard work not only for the PRG but in the community also. This was 

seconded by GB who said BS had played an instrumental part in Holland 

Park Surgery. 

 

6. Well Woman Enquiry  

We had received a letter from a patient with regard to NHS Health Checks 

only being offered to patients between the ages of 40 and 74 and only 

being able to be carried out once in 5 years. I had responded to her but   

due to confidentiality reasons this could not be discussed at the meeting. 

KR knew about the enquiry and read out excerpts from the NHS Health 

check guidelines and what was supposed to happen for patients over the 

age of 74 and would like a yearly health check carried out? He asked what 

the policy was for Holland Park Surgery. Dr Stevens advised that NHS 

Health Checks are only carried out for those age groups and there is no 

evidence to show that a yearly health check would make any difference. If 

a patient felt unwell or had any concerns about their health then they 

would need to book an appointment with a GP or maybe request a 

telephone call where a consultation could be carried out and if necessary 

relevant blood tests/referrals could be organised. Blood tests can be done 

to create a risk score and any alterations in care/medication can be sorted 

from those. 

 

7.  AGM 

  The AGM date has been set for 22nd August 2019 @11am.  

 

8.  Chairman 

JP announced that he will resign as Chairman at the AGM Meeting. He 

feels that the meetings have gone a little stale and that we maybe need 

some new younger members with fresh ideas. JP thinks that things get 

discussed at the PRG meetings after they have already happened and not 

run past them before and doesn’t think this is appropriate. He is also 

being asked  to attend other meetings in other locations with regard to the 

PRG and doesn’t want to be involved with these only Holland Park. Dr 

Stevens and GB thanked JP for all he has done for the PRG and will be sad 



to see him go. We will need to vote in a new Chair and can advertise on 

our website etc when the time comes. 

 

9.  New Compliment/Suggestion Form 

HH handed out a new layout of the form. The group agreed that this could 

be used in place of the one we have in reception. HH will replace the older 

version. 

 

10. OTC Remedies 

HH explained to the group that some over the counter remedies will stop 

being prescribed on prescription as per CCG guidelines. A handout was 

given out listing these items. Dr Stevens advised that unfortunately this is 

a new rule that has come from above and not from Holland Park Surgery. 

We need to start reducing our prescribing costs with proof that we are 

doing this. We as a surgery feel very awkward about this new system but 

we have to do it. There is a video on our Facebook page and website 

explaining all about this.   

 

11. NHS App for mobile phones. 

HH explained there is now a new NHS App for mobile phone use where 

you can book appointments, order medication etc. You have to be 

registered for patient online first. www.nhs.uk/nhsapp will give you more 

information.       

12. Any other business 

HH asked the group if they consented to their names being on 

documentation in the public domain i.e. minutes being put onto our 

website, held in reception etc. The group that were present all agreed this 

was fine. HH will email the non-attendees for their permission to consent. 

 

Date of next meeting – Thursday 22nd August 2019  

 

11am – AGM 

 

12 noon PRG Meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nhs.uk/nhsapp

